
ABSORPTION COSTING METHOD

Absorption Costing Definition. Absorption costing is a method for accumulating the costs associated with a production
process and.

Meanwhile, absorption costing will result in two categories of fixed overhead costs: those attributable to cost
of goods sold and those attributable to inventory. This results in a higher net income calculation when
compared to variable costing calculations. Absorption Costing Components The key costs assigned to
products under an absorption costing system are: Direct materials. Here other costs are negligible or are
dependent on the material cost. If in the same industry material of different cost is used the calculation
becomes unjustified, especially when the cost of the material differ too much. Because absorption costing
allocates fixed overhead costs out to both cost of goods sold and inventory, the costs associated with items still
in ending inventory will not be captured in expense on the current period's income statement. This is used
where the material cost is high and of prime importance. Divide the usage measure into the total costs in the
cost pools to arrive at the allocation rate per unit of activity, and assign overhead costs to produced goods
based on this usage rate. Secondary Apportionment[ edit ] With the process of primary apportionment or
distribution, the loading of overheads for all the departments i. A manager could falsely authorize excess
production to create these extra profits, but it burdens the entity with potentially obsolete inventory , and also
requires the investment of working capital in the extra inventory. Absorption Costing can provide a complete
picture of the financial cost calculation. Labour Hour rate[ edit ] This method is mostly used if the industry is
labour-intensive and the labour is mostly unskilled or semiskilled. The costs to operate a manufacturing
facility, which do not vary with production volume. There can be a number of methods of absorption of
overheads, consideration should be given to the type of industry, manufacturing process, nature of industry
etc. For this type of absorption the material cost should be stable. Because fixed costs are spread across all
units manufactured, the unit fixed cost will decrease as more items are produced. It is also possible that an
entity could generate extra profits simply by manufacturing more products that it does not sell. Some of the
costs associated with manufacturing a product include wages for workers physically working on the product;
the raw materials used in producing the product; and all of the overhead costs, such as all utility costs, used in
production. This cost calculation method represents the information of all expenses that are associated with the
production process of a product or service. These costs are not recognized as expenses in the month when an
entity pays for them. Absorption costing is permissible under GAAP. These companies cannot afford to take
losses or to sell products without an insight into the accounting of the overhead. Example: a clothing
manufacturer may not just consider the costs of wool and labour for the manufacturing of a jumper, but he
may also consider the costs of the knitting machines, the factory in which the machines are installed, the
operating costs of the machines, insurance and other types of overhead costs, etcetera. Compare Investment
Accounts. Overhead is usually applied based on a predetermined overhead allocation rate. Because absorption
costing includes fixed overhead costs in the cost of its products, it is unfavorable when compared to variable
costing when management is making internal incremental pricing decisions. What Does Absorption Costing
Mean? Machine hour rate[ edit ] If the industry considered has a high degree of automation and mechanization
then this method can be used. This may not be a fair case always as some departments may have to take most
of the burden. The various methods of absorption are Direct material cost percentage rate Direct labour cost
percentage rate Prime cost percentage rate Machine hour rate Direct material cost percentage rate[ edit ] In this
method overhead is calculated as a percentage of the material cost. If the factory starts producing other items
or products, it is possible to spread and reduce the overhead costs even further. What is Absorption Costing?
Absorption Costing example Organization X solely produces and sells product Y. This method can be used in
service industry where the major input is the skilled or unskilled labour. In the month of January, they make
10, widgets, of which 8, are sold in January and 2, are still in inventory at month end. This could be a major
problem when it comes to marketing and pricing your products. Absorption costing also includes fixed
overhead charges as part of the product costs. Key Takeaways Absorption costing differs from variable
costing because it allocates fixed overhead costs to each unit of a product produced in the period. People often
quote random numbers however, it is very important to determine what costing method will be used for a
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correct expense report.


